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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to improve the effectiveness of the Moving Target Defense
(MTD)-based protection method, which reduces the problem of using traditional network protection
tools due to the static nature of network services and configurations. Options for solving the problems
of choosing an adequate time interval for activating the technology of MTD and its application in
networks are given. A new approach is proposed, which consists in creating a set of system configu-
rations and changing it when an attack is detected and determined. The design implementation was
tested on a network model using software defined networks (SDN). The advantages of the proposed
method are highlighted, among which the most significant are: simple operation scheme, ability to
deploy the system without the use of software-defined networks and absence of violations of security
policies within the system.

Keywords: cybersecurity; moving target defense (MTD); networks; software defined networks
(SDN); HoneyPot

1. Introduction

The main security problem of traditional networks is the fact that the defender always
has to come second to the attacker. An attacker can carefully plan their actions in advance
by conducting network reconnaissance and preparing the necessary tools. To solve this
fundamental problem, MTD was developed, the main idea of which is to make the elements
of the network move, thus reducing the effectiveness of intelligence for an attacker. The
problem with using MTD is updating and maintaining predefined security policies.

The object of study of this work is the process of ensuring security in software-defined
networks using MTD. The subject of the study is the very principles of decision-making
and methods for setting the time interval for their adoption.

The purpose of the study is to improve the effectiveness of the protection system for
telecommunication networks that use MTD, taking into account the problems of managing
security policies.

In accordance with the goal, the following tasks were solved in the work:

1. Review of the technology of MTD and software-defined networks has been carried
out, and current approaches to ensuring information security with their application
have been considered;

2. Model of a software-defined network has been developed for further testing of the
proposed approach;

3. Design implementation of the method for the formation of various configurations of a
telecommunications system using MTD has been developed;

4. Developed design implementation of the method was tested on a previously prepared
model of a software-defined network.

2. Theoretical Basis

This section provides a comprehensive description of the concepts used in this paper.
MTD is considered in depth, and the main strategies and approaches used with it in
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telecommunication systems are described. The architecture of software-defined networks
and how they are related to MTD is also described. The problematic situation of security
policy conflict is considered. A review of existing approaches to the solution is made, and a
hypothesis for an accessible and effective solution to the problem is formulated.

2.1. MTD in Telecommunication Networks

MTD is designed to solve the problem of traditional network defenses that do not
take into account the inherent advantage of attackers due to the static nature of network
services and configurations. Time is good for a cybercriminal: he can conduct network
reconnaissance and then carefully plan his attack. MTD solves this problem with two
approaches: dynamic reconfiguration of the protected system or response to an emerging
threat and taking countermeasures, which leads to an increase in information entropy for
the attacker. The use of this technology significantly reduces the advantage of intelligence
over time, which the attacker has in relation to traditional defense mechanisms [1]. Thus,
the information collected by the attacker in the exploration phase will become obsolete
during the attack if the defender has switched to a new configuration during this time. The
most complete description of this technology can be found in [2,3].

When building a system using MTD, there are three main problems to solve [4]:

1. Choice of system elements that should be given dynamism;
2. Establishing a time interval when it is necessary to take any action;
3. Implementation of decision-making principles in the system.

Strategies using MTD in telecommunications systems can be roughly divided into
three categories:

1. MTD at the network level, which changes the way it operates. For example, using
IP-hopping technique, in which IP address changes periodically, or using random
port numbers, fake hosts, etc.;

2. MTD at the host level is directed to its changes, for example, to periodically change
the configuration or name;

3. MTD at the application level changes their types, versions, randomizes the address
space layout randomization and source code with compilation processes.

Thus, MTD system, ∑, is the ordered set consisting of (σ, G, P), where σ is the
configurable system, G is the set of operational and security goals, and P is the security
policies. Then σ in turn is the set of (S, A, τ), where S = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) is the set of
system states in which it can be, A = (α1,α2, . . . ,αn) is the set of actions to take, and
τ : S ×A → S is the system state transition function. The system state s is the unique
assignment of the value z from the configuration parameter type P to the configuration
parameter π. The type of the configuration parameter P denotes the range of possible
values that the configuration parameter π can take. The configuration parameter π can take
on a value based on its configuration type P to define configuration details. An example
host P configuration is shown in the diagram in Figure 1.

2.2. SDN

SDN is a network architecture that separates the control plane and data plane of a
network device. While the data plane is still on the device, the control plane is transferred
to the centralized controller. The control plane and the data plane interact through software
interfaces, which allows consistent and comprehensive management of the entire network,
regardless of the underlying technology used in the network. Visualization of the network
architecture is shown in Figure 2.
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2.3. Security Policy Conflict

For clarity and subsequent detailing of the proposed solution to the problem posed,
we describe the scenario for applying the technology of MTD.

In the network shown schematically in Figure 3, upon detecting an attack directed from
host A to host P, MTD technology takes retaliatory measures, which consist of performing
the following actions:

1. New web server (host SP) is created that handles the load of host P;
2. IP address of host P is transferred to the controlled Honeypot network [5,6] and

assigned to host H.
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To analyze and minimize possible damage from an attacker, the HoneyPot network al-
lows all incoming traffic but does not allow outgoing traffic to other sections of the network.
As a result of the performed actions, new rules are entered into the forwarding table:

1. Allow all incoming traffic to IP addresses that originally belonged to host P but now
belong to host H;

2. Change address for incoming packets from host P to host SP;
3. Stop all outgoing traffic from IP address that previously belonged to host P, but now

belongs to host H, to the rest of the data center;
4. Allow traffic from port 443 to host SP.

This creates a conflict between the original policy allowing only port 443 to IP address
of host P and the new set of rules that allow all incoming traffic to the IP address of host
H [7].

In addition, in [4], researchers come to similar conclusions, that is, the problem of
conflict resolution exists, and it needs special attention.

2.4. Problem Area

To solve the problem of setting a time interval when it is necessary to take any action,
there are two approaches: to constantly switch between different states of the system or to
use a certain feature to move between configurations (variable approach). When constantly
switching between system states, the constant t is used, which determines the time interval
when it is necessary to take any action. One example of the practical implementation
of this approach would be the use of a virtual IP that changes at a fixed time interval
in a predefined or randomized manner [8]. With a variable approach, protection can be
implemented in three ways:

1. The first way is to react to events. An example of such an event could be the detec-
tion of an attack, the unavailability of a server or a channel. An example of work
using this approach is [9], where the authors take action after they detect suspicious
incoming packets;
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2. The second way is more intellectual. With it, a predetermined time constant t is not
known, but instead a time interval from 0 to tmax is determined, and the defenders
need to determine the time value from the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ tmax. For example,
in [10], the idea of the state of the system is used to find the optimal value of time
t, which determines when the administrator should take active steps to change the
system configuration;

3. The third way is a hybrid of constant and variable approaches. The combination of
these methods at the time of writing is poorly understood, but the example of [11],
where the authors used constant randomization of IP addresses in conjunction with
the creation of false nodes in the network when an attack was detected, and their
positive result suggests that this concept is worth studying further.

To solve the problem of implementing the principles of decision making in the system,
defenders have two approaches:

1. To think through actions based only on the current state of the system. For example,
in [12], M. Thompson et al. propose a method that consists in rotating operating
systems and thereby improves system security;

2. To take into account the future development of events, predicting the actions of the
attacker and the defender many steps ahead. R. Colbaugh and K. Glass [13] use the
co-evolutionary relation between attackers and defenders to develop methods for
predicting and countering attacks, as well as to limit the extent to which adversaries
can learn about defense strategies.

Due to the new realities in the Russian Federation, all the above approaches cannot be
used before passing the analysis and certification. With the current increased demand for
import substitution of smart information security systems, it is necessary to develop new
promising approaches to improve the effectiveness of the security process in telecommuni-
cation networks. When developing such approaches, it is necessary to take into account
the problem of emerging security policy conflicts.

3. Methodology

In this section, the hypothesis is formed, and the tool is considered, which will be
further used to test the design implementation. A network model of a complex with
software-defined networks is being built.

3.1. Various System State Configurations

The hypothesis on which further work is based on the fact that it is possible to think
over a set of optimal system states S for each class of attacks. For example, in the case of a
direct attack on a host, it is beneficial to perform the actions described in “Attack Scenarios”
or otherwise to keep the security inside the system and neutralize the attack. Thus, the
system will apply actions from some pre-designed set of decisions A in a form randomized
for the attacker but predetermined for the defenders. Accordingly, for each set of solutions,
their own sets of rules for the internal functioning of the system P will be prescribed in
order to avoid violation of security policies and all the negative consequences that come
from this, which include the loss of legal traffic within the system and the emergence of
new vulnerabilities.

Returning to the previously described model of the attacker, when implementing the
approach described earlier, from the point of view of the defender, the situation will look
like this:

1. The system was in its standard configuration S0;
2. The operator or intrusion detection system detected an attack on one of the hosts;
3. Depending on the class of a certain attack, MTD decided to perform one of the options

for pre-defined optimal actions α1;
4. Along with the actions taken, the policy of the internal functioning of P system has

also changed;
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5. Attack is neutralized. The system is now operating with the new configuration s1.

As a result, all incoming traffic was allowed, but outgoing traffic to the address of the
host now located in HoneyPot network was denied; the address of the attacked host was
changed to a new one, and traffic from port 443 was allowed for it. There are no violations
of security policies; the load from the host is processed on another web server, and the
attacker’s actions are neutralized and can be analyzed.

3.2. Graphical Network Simulator-3 (GNS3)

The approach proposed earlier will be tested using GNS3 tool [14]. The choice in favor
of this network emulator was made, guided by the following principles:

1. The tool should demonstrate realistic network behavior;
2. To conduct security tests, it is necessary to be able to use real network security or

introduce testing tools into the network;
3. It is necessary to be able to flexibly configure all the necessary parameters and net-

work elements.

Network simulators OMNET++ [15] or ns-3 [16] cannot be taken into account due
to inconsistency with the second point. GNS3, which is widely used to create, design
and test a network in a virtual environment, offers an easy way to design and create
networks of any size without the need for hardware and meets all the requirements put
forward. GNS3 is highly flexible and can handle most network tasks. It supports various
types of virtualized devices and can be easily administered using a graphical interface.
A graphical user interface (GUI) may be installed remotely from the real environment,
which may run on a different computing platform and thus may use, for example, cloud
computing resources.

The above properties allow creating a network topology model without resorting to
hardware implementation in order to test the proposed approach.

3.3. Network Model of a Complex with Software-Defined Networks

In the previously described GNS3, a software-defined network model was built.
Hosts actively participating in the trial were installed with ParrotOs [17], which is a
Linux distribution based on Debian with a focus on computer security. It is designed for
introduction testing, vulnerability assessment, mitigation and anonymous web browsing.
This choice was made due to the many built-in introduction tools, system and network
monitoring tools. To further test the previously proposed method, we need to consider
three states of this model.

In the first state, shown in Figure 4, the system is at rest. There is one working host:
Host_P and HoneyPot, necessary for the initial confrontation with a potential attacker.
They are located on different subnets and are connected to a single SDN controller using
switches as intermediate devices. It is worth noting that on this and following images of the
model there are designations e0, e1, f0/0, f1/0 and f0/1, indicating the connection interface
numbers; they are added to simplify the configuration and work with the model and not
important in the context of this work.

The next step is the appearance of an attacker. The mechanism for the appearance of
a malicious participant in the network process is beyond the scope of this work. At the
current moment, the MTD system has not reacted to this change in any way. The state of
the model is shown in Figure 5. The attacker launches an attack on host P, for example by
performing DoS attack. The attack class is not important in this trial, since it does not affect
the demonstration of the general concept presented.
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in the Figure 6.
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As we can see from the Figure 6; MTD responded in a predetermined format by
creating an additional host on the network to take over the load of the attacked host; and
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the IP address of the attacked host was assigned to HoneyPot for further analysis of the
attacker’s actions. At the same time, since this set of actions was thought out in advance,
the new rules were automatically applied, and the legitimate participants in the network
process did not lose anything.

4. Results and Discussion

This section summarizes the testing of the proposed approach. Conclusions are formu-
lated about the applicability of software-defined networks. Prospects for the development
of the proposal disclosed above are noted.

4.1. Result of Testing the Design Implementation

After the attack began, the host stopped performing its tasks; however, when imple-
menting the method of various configurations and executing a predetermined response to
such a threat, the system was reconfigured and continued to operate in normal mode, and
the attacker’s actions were neutralized using HoneyPot.

To assess the attacker’s impact on the host, hping3 utility [18] was used to create
and send custom ICMP/UDP/TCP packets. Using the limited resources of the device on
which the model was launched in the emulator, it turned out to create an average load
of ≈ 1950 Kb/s. After performing the described actions and transferring the payload to
another host, the effect of the attack on it was naturally absent. Only legitimate network
members continued to interact with it and, accordingly, the traffic was not zero. The result
of this experiment is shown in Figure 7.
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4.2. Assessment of Applicability and Development Prospects

Software-defined networks are excellent for implementing the ideas of MTD [19–21]
due to their flexibility, the ability to control the flow of data in the network [22] and
the availability of open programmable interfaces such as OpenFlow [23]. It is on this
environment that the main emphasis will be placed in the further study of the effectiveness
of the proposed approach.

An alternative approach, which consists in using middleboxes [24], i.e., devices for
performing network functions, also has a number of advantages, including ease of imple-
mentation, use and management. At the time of writing, much less attention was paid to it
in research in the context of using it to implement MTD systems due to its disadvantages:
high probability of misconfiguration and overloads, leading to an increase in the cost of
using and maintaining these devices [25]. The described model of pre-created system states
in theory solves the problem of middlebox configuration and, therefore, eliminates the
main negative feature of this approach.
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Thus, at the time of writing, it is not clear which environment will be optimally suited
for implementation, and therefore, in the future, research should be directed to identifying
the most appropriate implementation options.

5. Conclusions

This work is devoted to the study of existing approaches to solving two of the three
main problems in creating a network structure using MTD. Some of the most appropriate
solutions to these problems have been described. An attacker model was built, which was
subsequently used to test the design implementation of the proposed solution.

A method is proposed that consists in creating a set of solutions for each class of attacks.
When detecting and determining the type of attack, MTD selects one of the prepared options
and executes it, while it also contains new security policies within the system to avoid
violating them. The advantages of this method are its simple scheme of work, the potential
for deployment of the system without the use of software-defined networks and the absence
of violations of security policies within the system. The hypothetical application of this
method in ensuring information security in other areas, for example, in protecting web
resources is also described.

The approach described above was implemented on a network model using a GNS3
emulator with software-defined networks. In addition, an alternative approach using
middleboxes was considered, which had not received much attention previously due to a
number of shortcomings, which the described approach can level.

Further research will be aimed at developing the proposed approach, compiling
responses to the main classes of attacks and analyzing their effectiveness. It will also be
analyzed to improve it with the addition of a hybrid system for changing the state of the
system, in which mobility is applied to several elements of the system at once.
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